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Torah Talk for Ki Tavo 5781   Deuteronomy 26:1-29:8 
 
Deut. 28:36    The LORD will drive you, and the king you have set over you, to a nation unknown to 

you or your fathers, where you shall serve other gods, of wood and stone. 37 You shall be a 
consternation, a proverb, and a byword [ ֑הָניִנְׁשְִלו לָׁ֖שָמְל הָּ֔מַׁשְל ] among all the peoples to which the 
LORD will drive you. 

 
1Kings 9:7 ~= 2Chr. 7:20 then I will sweep Israel off the land which I gave them; I will reject the 

House which I have consecrated to My name; and Israel shall become a proverb and a byword [  לָׁ֥שָמְל
֖הָניִנְׁשְִלו ] among all peoples. 

Jer. 24:9 I will make them a horror—an evil—to all the kingdoms of the earth, a disgrace and a 
proverb, a byword and a curse [ הָ֔לָלְקְִלו ֣הָניִנְׁשִל֙ לָׁשָמְלּו הָּ֤פְרֶחְל ] in all the places to which I banish them. 

 
Bernard Levinson, “Deuteronomy,” Jewish Study Bible 
 28.1–68: The consequences of obedience or disobedience: blessing or curse. The Mosaic 

covenant specifies a series of blessings and curses that follow upon national obedience or 
disobedience to the law. These are modeled after ancient Near Eastern state treaties, which spell out, 
at their conclusion, the consequences of breaching the treaty. This ch has several close parallels to 
the VTE, a Neo-Assyrian treaty dating to 672 BCE. The present strong disproportion between the 
sections devoted to blessing (vv. 1–14) and to curse (vv. 15–68) most likely reflects the actual 
historical experience of the Babylonian conquest, deportation, and exile of Judah (597 and 586 BCE), 
here recast as a prophetic warning. The two appendices (vv. 47–57, 58–68) each seek to make 
theological sense of that catastrophe. The two other legal collections of the Torah (the Book of the 
Covenant in Exod. chs 21–23; the Holiness Collection of Lev. chs 17–26) similarly end with 
exhortations to obedience, accompanied by blessings and curses (Exod. 23.20–33; Lev. ch 26), as do 
the Laws of Hammurabi. Here an inclusio frames and defines the blessings section: if you obey … 
observe faithfully (vv. 1, 13). 

 37: Byword: The nation’s fate will become a negative standard that all other peoples will hope 
to avoid. The opposite idea was central to God’s covenant with Abraham, whose people were to 
become the paradigm of divine providence (Gen. 12.3). 

 
Jeffrey Tigay, Deuteronomy, JPS Torah Commentary 
37. Israel’s fate will shock other nations, a further reversal of the promise of verse 10. Compare 

verse 25. 
consternation  A source of consternation, or shock, to those who see your condition. Jeremiah 

describes this response graphically: it causes witnesses to hiss and shake their heads to ward off a 
like fate. 

a proverb  An example to whom people will refer as an illustration of extreme misfortune. 
a byword  An object of repeated discussion. This interpretation derives Hebrew sheninah from 

shannen, “repeat.” Another possibility is that the word means “the object of sharp or cutting 
remarks,” from the more common shanan, “sharpen.” 

Deut. 6:7 Impress them upon your children. Recite them when you stay at home and when you are 
away, when you lie down and when you get up. 

Impress them  Rather, “teach them” (Heb. ve-shinnantam, lit., “repeat them”). This meaning is 
made clear by 11:19, where “teach” (l-m-d) is used in place of this verb. Hebrew sh-n-n is probably an 
alternate form of sh-n-h, “repeat,” “teach.” 25 It refers to oral teaching, which remained the primary 
means of instruction in Israel even after the spread of literacy. 
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25. Shanah, meaning “teach,” “repeat for the sake of teaching” is common in rabbinic Hebrew; its 
Akkadian cognate shunnû has the same meaning in Enuma Elish VII, 147, quoted below in the 
commentary. For sh-n-n as an alternate form of sh-n-h see G. R. Driver [and] M. Tsevat. In Ecclus. (Ben 
Sira) 42:15 the Masada manuscript reads ꜥ-sh-n-n-h, “let me tell” (parallel to ꜥ-z-k-r-h, “let me recall”), 
which is replaced by ʾ-s-p-r-h in the Genizah manuscript; it could be an imitation of our verse. Note 
also that the Ugaritic equivalent of sh-n-h, “do again” (1 Kings 18:34) is th-n-n (UT Krt v, 8). 

 
Deuteronomy 28:37 
RASHI: A consternation. Rather, as with the different word used in v. 28, “an astonishment” 

(OJPS). Everyone who sees you will be shocked with astonishment. A proverb. When some terrible 
blow falls on people, they say, “It’s like the blow that fell on So-and-So.” A byword. As in the related 
verb in “teach them diligently unto your children” (6:7), they will speak about you constantly. Onkelos 
explains it this way as well. 

 
RASHBAM: A byword. They will whet their tongues against you. 
 
IBN EZRA: A proverb. To the ear. And a byword. In the mouth. 
 
Deuteronomy 6:7 
RASHI: Impress them. Make them “sharp” (the Hebrew verb is related to “tooth”) and precise, 

so that if someone should ask you something you need not hem and haw but can answer him right 
away. 

 
RASHBAM: Impress them. Rather, “sharpen them,” that is, explain them precisely. The same verb 

is used in “who whet their tongues like swords” (Ps. 64:4). 
 
IBN EZRA: Impress them. For the verb, compare “a sharpened arrow” (Prov. 25:18). It is obvious 

what it takes to “sharpen” the arrow. The essential purpose of man is obviously to serve God, and the 
service of God consists in comprehending His works. 

 
Prov. 25:18   Like a club, a sword, a sharpened arrow [ ןּו֑נָׁש ץְֵ֣חו ], 

  Is a man who testifies falsely against his fellow. 
 
BEKHOR SHOR: Impress them. Rather, “repeat them.” I am telling them to you; you must repeat 

them to your children; and they to their children ad infinitum. 
 
Jacqueline Vayntrub & Humphrey H. Hardy II, “Biblical Hebrew šninɔ: A ‘Cautionary Tale’ of Root Identification,” VT 2014 
The lexical entry for the noun šninɔ ought to be realigned. With the exception of the alternate reading of Jer 

24:9 in the Septuagint, the ancient translations alongside the etymological reassessment of ŠNN at Deut 6:7 
indicate that the primary sense of šninɔ should be ‘recounting’. This descriptor is, as it is used by the biblical 
authors, similar to mɔšɔl, yet necessarily distinct, as a repeated discourse of a heuristic nature. This discourse 
serves to pronounce an impending judgment. The recipients of the admonishment are the lands and nations that 
would observe divine repudiation. In its contextual usage, the phrase ‘to be a mɔšɔl and a šninɔ’, that is, ‘to be a 
[source of] repeated discourse of a heuristic nature’ as well as the negative descriptions ‘to be a šammɔ’ (Deut 
28:37) and ‘to be a ḥɛrpɔ . . . to be a qlɔlɔ’ (Jer 24:9), has the notion of ‘[serving] as a cautionary tale’. 


